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Renaissance and Baroque The Renaissance brought new pageantry, drama, and subject matter to the European art world. Join us as we trace the innovations of artists during this period. All the Worlds a Stage: Art Pageantry in the Renaissance and Art Pageantry in the Renaissance and Baroque, Parts 1-2. Front Cover. Barbara Wisch. Department of Art History, Pennsylvania State University, 1990 - Art, Images of Power: Art and Pageantry in Renaissance Venice - Jstor Baroque. in. Italy. and. Spain. BAroque. Art. And. SpectAcle. A. heAd. here have been heightened whenever Piazza Navona was flooded for festival pageants. Acting on Faith: The Confraternity of the Gonfalone in Renaissance. A Companion to Renaissance and Baroque Art provides a diverse, fresh collection of accessible, comprehensive essays addressing key issues for European art. Lydia Hamlett, Longinus and the Baroque Sublime in Britain The. All the worlds a stage--: art and pageantry in the Renaissance and Baroque edited by Barbara Wisch and Susan Scott Munshower.